In the course of our research we have demonstrated that the ultra-wideband transient fields which scatter from a general target can be represented as a sum of wavefronts, resonances, and chirps. The latter is of particular importance for scattering from engine inlets, often the principal source of scattering from military aircraft. To date inverse algorithms have been developed based on wavefronts and resonances separately, and very little work has been directed toward including the effects of chirps. Over the last year we have implemented a wave-based matching pursuits algorithm which incorporates all three wave objects, with application to data scattered from military aircraft. In addition to developing the algorithm per se, we have performed a detailed analysis of its performance for noisy data. Moreover, we are now applying it to data measured by the Navy laboratory in China Lake, CA, in collaboration with Brett Borden.
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I. Objectives

Development of analytical mathematical techniques for the analysis of ultra-wideband (UWB) transient scattering and propagation in canonical environments. The results from such analyses are used subsequently in inverse schemes, to effect wave-based signal-processing algorithms.

II. Status of Effort

We have analyzed wideband scattering from canonical features on general scatterers, and have demonstrated that the diffraction coefficients from such, over a wide frequency bandwidth, can be expressed in terms of an exponential model, suitable for a Prony-like parametrization. Using this insight, we have developed model-based, superresolution algorithms for extracting the diffraction coefficients from measured (noisy) data. Moreover, the ultimate practicality of such an approach has been examined through investigation of the Cramer-Rao lower bound, which yields the minimum SNR required to extract such features from noisy data. We have recently developed a wave-based matching pursuits algorithm which incorporates wave-scattering physics, with recent results applied to ISAR and general aircraft scattering.

III. Accomplishments/ New Findings

In the course of our research we have demonstrated that the ultra-wideband transient fields which scatter from a general target can be represented as a sum of wavefronts, resonances, and chirps. The latter is of particular importance for scattering from engine inlets, often the principal source of scattering from military aircraft. To date inverse algorithms have been developed based on wavefronts and resonances separately, and very little work has been directed toward including the effects of chirps. Over the last year we have implemented a wave-based matching pursuits algorithm which incorporates all three wave objects, with application to data scattered from military aircraft. In addition to developing the algorithm per se, we have performed a detailed analysis of its performance for noisy data. Moreover, we are now applying it to data measured by the Navy laboratory in China Lake, CA, in collaboration with Brett Borden.
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